Session 3:
Designing your
Model & IP

Strategy, strategy, strategy

Creating a strategy
What is a strategy? - A strategy is an informed plan of action that a
business carries out.
How to create a strategy? - To effectively create a strategy you
sometimes need to work backwards or reverse-engineer from your goal.
Put yourself in your customers shoes - Creating a strategy for
yourself is only going to be relatable to you. In order to create a
successful strategy you need to be objective in your thinking, what does
the market want?

Research
Focus groups - A focus group is a number of people who make up your target demographic who are consulted on your product and/or service.
Their opinions will represent the vast majority of your customers so it is important that you do your research.
Perspective - It’s important that you bounce your ideas off others to ensure they are reliable and will work in the real world. (Be careful who
you choose as not everyone wants you to succeed)
Competition - Don’t worry if there are already people out there doing it, that means there’s a market for your product or service

Different models
Choosing a model - There are a number of models you can choose from. For this example, we will look at digital agencies
Model 1: An agency that focuses on interim or short term projects e.g. one-off website builds
Pros:
●
●
●
Cons:
●
●

Better margins
Deﬁned objectives and goals
Easy to onboard clients

Puts strain on the sales process
(i.e. you need to be bringing in business constantly)
Cash ﬂow stress

Different models
Choosing a model
Model 2: An agency that offers services via a monthly fee for their clients
Pros:
●
●
●

More stable cash ﬂow
Easier to manage your time
Easier to manage and quantify their time

Cons:
●
●
●

Margins could be slightly less
Potentially roped into actioning unpaid tasks
Difficult to onboard clients

Different models
Choosing a model
Model 3: An agency that offers their service via freelancers
Pros:
●
●
●

Fewer ﬁxed overheads
Can change direction very quickly
Less ﬁnancial risk on the business

Cons:
●
●
●
●

Hard to manage freelancers
Freelancers often are only motivated by money
Freelancers can’t be used to carry out other ad-hoc jobs
They are also not necessarily loyal

Different models
Factor in these opposing statements when designing your model:
●
●

Charging customers a monthly retainer that will stabilise the business
Relying on ad-hoc projects which give you larger margins

●
●

Freelance staff will give the business more freedom
Building a business through employing staff one by one allows for increased control & efficiency

●
●

Partnering with an organisation which passes you leads and they take a cut
Carrying out all marketing efforts yourself

Choosing the right model will enable you to come up with a strategy for all aspects of your business.

Marketing/ digital agencies
The digital agency model has been changing over the last few years...
...inherently, agencies were large conglomerates who acted as full service houses for all marketing efforts. A few things have changed:

●

Freelancers approaching companies direct and undercutting them

●

The increase in one-man-bands and freelancers who can carry out the same quality of work as hardware/software is so more
obtainable

●

Customer realisation that agencies have been making big margins on work for years

●

Platforms such as People Per Hour and Fiverr which open up the world markets offering a lot more supply

●

Customer realisation that agencies are not full-stack, can’t offer everything and have to outsource (and have always been doing that)

Intellectual Property

Types of IP

●

Copyright

●

Unregistered Designs

●

Registered Design Rights

●

Trademarks

●

Patents

Copyright
Intellectual property gives a person ownership over the things they create, the same way as something physical can be owned. The main
legislation dealing with copyright in the United Kingdom is the Copyright, Designs and Patents Act, 1988.
The main works currently protected by copyright in the UK include:

●

Original literary works (such as novels, poems, tables, lists, and computer programmes)

●

Original dramatic works

●

Original musical works (i.e. the musical notes themselves)

●

Original artistic works

●

Sound recordings

●

Films

●

Broadcasts

●

Typographical arrangements (i.e. the layout or actual appearance) of published editions

Where in my business do I have
copyright?

●

Copyright in your website

●

Copyright in your logo/ design

●

Copyright in your product

●

Copyright in your databases

https://www.gov.uk/topic/intellectual-property/designs

What happens if I use copyrighted
work?

Cease and desist letter - The most likely consequence will be a
cease and desist letter from the work owners solicitor. This is
basically a warning letter.
Your products could be revoked - If you have incorporated
someone's work into you product/ service then you could be made
to remove it from sale.
Legal action - If you make proﬁts from someone’s work then you
could be liable to owe them a large percentage of proﬁts or even
all proﬁts dependent on the situation.

Making sure you have the copyright

Transferring copyright - Did you know that the default position of copyright
is with the original designer. To own copyrights to outsourced work you will
need to either agree prior to commision or as a last resort to transfer the IP.

●

Contractors

●

Web/app-designers

●

Consultants

Transfer the I.P rights if third parties create
anything for you!

Copyright
In the UK, there is no need to register copyright. An idea is automatically protected when it is committed to paper or another ﬁxed form.
Copyright provides redress against others copying work, borrowing an idea or creating something similar.
For literary, dramatic, musical or artistic works it’s 70 years from the end of the calendar year in which the author dies (for multiple authors, it
will be 70 years from the death of the last remaining author).

3D designs
Unregistered design right - Similar to copyright in that it arises from the act of design creation. It protects the shape and conﬁguration of the
design of 3D objects against copying. The ﬁrst owner of UK unregistered design right is the creator of the design, unless the design is created in the
process of a person’s employment in which case the owner is the employer.

●

Unregistered design right in the UK is given only to original, three-dimensional design. Unregistered design right protects the shape and
conﬁguration of products, both internally and externally.

●

Unregistered design right protects your design for 10 years after it was ﬁrst sold or 15 years after it was created - whichever is earliest.

A registered design - A design right that has been registered with the IPO. A registered design protects the visual appearance of a product or
item and gives you exclusive rights for that appearance to the extent that, if necessary, there is a legal right to stop an unauthorised party from
producing or using your design.

●

To register your design it must meet the eligibility criteria of being new and having “individual character”.

Trademark in your logo/ design and name
A trademark is a type of intellectual property consisting of a recognizable sign,
design, or expression which identiﬁes products or services of a particular
source from those of others.

® Registered and ™ Trademarked symbols

Patents
•

Be new - Works should never have been made public in any way,
anywhere in the world, before the date on which the application
for a patent is ﬁled.

•

Involve an inventive step - When compared with what is
already known, it would not be obvious to someone with good
knowledge and experience of the subject.

•

Be capable of industrial application - an invention must be
capable of being made or used in some kind of industry. This
means that the invention must take the practical form of an
apparatus or device, a product such as some new material or an
industrial process or method of operation.

